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ABSTRACT 
The problem of characterizing potentially stable sign-pattern matrices remains 
unsolved, even for tree patterns. We present here in tabular form all (irreducible) 
n-by-n potentially stable sign patterns whose undirected graphs are trees, for n < 5, in 
hopes that this may be useful to others in formulating and evaiuating conjectures on 
the subject. Some background and a description of methodology (which includes some 
new theoretical ideas) are also included. 
INTRODUCTION 
A square matrix A is called a stable matrix if all its eigenvalues have 
negative real part. If all entries of A are precisely known, there are classical 
tests, such as Lyapunov’s theorem or the Routh-Hmwicz conditions, to 
determine whether it is stable. In some situations, however, the entries of A 
may not be known exactly or may be subject to some degree of choice. In an 
extreme case, such as some occurring in economics, biology/ecology, or 
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chemistry, it may be that only the signs + , - , 0 of the entries are known. In 
such a situation, it may be of interest to know if the matrix must be stable, or 
might be stable. We call an n-by-n array whose entries are chosen from 
among the symbols { + , - ,O} a sign-pattern matrix. Operations on sign-pat- 
tern matrices are carried out as usual, when unambiguous. A diagonal 
sign-pattern matrix all of whose diagonal entries are nonzero is called a 
signuture matrix. Naturally associated with a sign-pattern matrix is the class 
of all real matrices whose positive (respectively negative, zero) entries occur 
in the positions in which a + (respectively - ,O) appears in the sign pattern 
matrix. A sign-pattern matrix is called sign-stable or qualitatively stable if 
every matrix in the associated class is stable (i.e. the sign pattern requires 
stability), and is potentially stable if some matrix in the associated class is 
stable (i.e., the sign pattern allows stability). The sign-stable patterns have 
been effectively characterized [6], while no mathematicaI test for potential 
stability is yet available. 
Our interest here is in classifying potentially stable-sign patterns for small 
values of 72, at least among certain special types of sign patterns, the tree sign 
pattern matrices. By the undirected graph G of an n-by-n sign-pattern matrix 
A=(a,,), we mean a graph on n vertices {1,2,...,n} with an (undirected) 
edge between vertices i and j if and only if a i j M a ji # 0. Our attention will 
be focused on those sign-pattern matrices whose graphs are trees. In general, 
a matrix is irreducible if and only if the directed graph of the matrix is 
strongly connected. For a sign-pattern matrix whose undirected graph is a 
tree, it is a fact that such a matrix is irreducible if and only if it is 
combinutorially symmetric, i.e., a i j z 0 whenever a ji # 0. We call such an 
irreducible sign-pattern matrix a tree sign-pattern matrix (t.s.p. matrix) [8]. 
Note that (because of signature similarity) the possible eigenvalues of the real 
matrices in the class associated with such a sign-pattern matrix depend only 
on the signs of the a,, and the products aija ji. 
The problem of characterizing potentially stable sign patterns is open 
even for t.s.p. matrices, and this is a natural place to start. They are 
minimally irreducible, and addition of nonzero entries cannot destroy (but 
can create) potential stability (see Theorem 3). Unfortunately, however, it is 
not the case that every potentially stabIe sign-pattern matrix is such an 
extension of a potentially stable t.s.p. matrix. For example, if 
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then it may be shown that A is potentially stable (e.g. using Theorem 4 
below), but the only tsp. matrix (with negative trace) of which A is such an 
extension is 
B= 
- - 0 0 
+ 0 - 0 
0 - 0 - 
0 0 - 0 
which is not potentially stable (see Figure 3). 
For n < 5, our purpose here is to identify all potentially stable n-by-n tree 
sign-pattern matrices. It is hoped that inspection of our resulting tables 
(Table 1, Figures l-4) will help to disprove some conjectures and to 
formulate or reinforce other conjectures on the subject. 
There is a natural way to graphically represent a t.s.p. matrix: identify 
each vertex of its undirected graph with + , - , or 0, depending upon the 
corresponding diagonal entry, and identify an edge i, j with + or - , 
depending upon the sign of aija ji. As noted earlier, this preserves all 
important information. For example, the tree sign-pattern matrices 
+ + 0 01 r+ + + 
; y ’ +I, - 
0 0 - 
may be depicted with the associated signed tree graphs 
+ 
0 
0 
+ 
We shall use this representation throughout the paper to describe t.s.p. 
matrices. 
METHODOLOGY 
In order to classify t.s.p. matrices with regard to potential stability, we 
need both negative results (necessary conditions that preclude potential 
stability for some patterns) and positive results (sufficient ones that verify 
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potential stability for some patterns); a definite yes or no answer for every 
t.s.p. matrix (n < 5) is implicit in our results. We briefly describe here the 
several observations that were used for this purpose. It is of interest that these 
few facts were sufficient to resolve all possible cases for n < 5. We have not 
yet fully tackled n = 5, but it is our guess that these observations may also be 
sufficient there, in spite of the very large number of possibilities. 
We first describe the negative results. These are of two types: (1) 
principal-minor sums and (2) recent results of [B]. 
In order that a real n-by-n matrix A be stable, the kth elementary 
symmetric function of its eigenvalues, 
Sk@ l,...J,) = c I? ‘i,) 
1< i, < < it < n j = 1 
must have the correct sign: ( - l)k. Since S,( Xi,. . . , X,) = E,(A), the sum of 
the k-by-k principal minors of A [5], this means that E,(A) must have the 
sign ( - l)k as a necessary condition for stability. In particular, the trace must 
be negative, and ( - 1)” times the determinant must be positive. Interpreted 
qualitatively, this means that the sign-pattern matrix must at least admit the 
correct sign for E,. If Ek(A), A a sign-pattern matrix, is unambiguously 
signed ( - 1) ‘+l, then A is not potentially stable. Thus, at least one diagonal 
entry must be -, and the determinant must be ambiguously signed or 
unambiguously correctly signed as a necessary condition for potential stabil- 
ity. A simple, but slightly more subtle example is the pattern 
which is not potentially stable because E, is unambiguously signed -, 
although the trace permits the correct sign and the determinant is unambigu- 
ously correctly signed. 
Two simple parallel instability tests were recently described in [B], using 
results of [4] and [7]. Based upon easily implemented computational tests 
involving these, a large portion of the sign-unstable (i.e. not potentially stable) 
t.s.p. matrices were found to be so. Recall that for an n-by-n matrix A, the 
inertia of A is the triple i(A)=(i+(A),i_(A),i,(A)), in which i+(A) 
[respectively i_(A), i,-,(A)] is the number of eigenvalues (counting multiplic- 
ity) with positive [respectively negative, zero] real part. Thus i+(A) + i _(A) 
+ i”(A) = n, and i_(A) = n if and only if A is stable. We call a t.s.p. matrix 
symmetric if each edge of its signed tree is identified with + , and skeuwym- 
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metric if each edge is identified with -. Associated with every irreducible 
t.s.p. matrix is a symmetric factorization and a skew-symmetric factorization. 
If B is an n-by-n t.s.p. matrix, the skew-symmetric factorization of B is 
B = SIB,, 
where S, is a signature matrix whose 1,1 entry is +, and B, is a skew-sym- 
metric t.s.p. matrix. The symmetric factorization of B is 
B = S,B,, 
where S, is a signature matrix whose 1,l entry is +, and B, is a symmetric 
t.s.p. matrix [8]. In each case the factorization is unique and the matrices 
Si, Bi, i = 1,2, are easily determined from B and may be obtained computa- 
tionally. From [8], we then have 
THEOREM 1. Let B = S,B, be the skew-symmetric factorization of the 
n-by-n t.s.p. matrix B. lf no diagonal entries of B, are -, then 
i+(A) Qi+(SA 
and 
i-(A) < i_(S,) 
fm all matrices A in the class associated with B. If no diagonal entries of B, 
are +, then 
i+(A) < i_(S,) 
i-(A) < i+(S,) 
fm all matrices A in the class associated with B. 
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THEOREM 2. Let B = S,B, be the symmetric factorization of the n-by-n 
t.s. p. matrix B. If B is potentially stable, there is a symmetric matrix A, in 
the class associated with B2 such that 
i+(A,) = n - i+(S,). 
If a lower bound on i+( A,) may be found which is greater than 
n - i+(S,), then Theorem 2 implies that B is sign-unstable (i.e. not poten- 
tially stable). This might be achieved by considering a large principal 
submatrix of B, with obvious inertia and realizing that this bounds the inertia 
of A, because of the interlacing inequalities. Since a tree is bipartite, a 
diagonal principal submatrix of size at least tn is always available. In the 
case of the star graph a diagonal principal submatrix of size n - 1 is available. 
As we would like to bound i_(A) above by a number less than n in order to 
preclude stability, use of Theorem 1 for this purpose is straightforward. An 
example of how Theorem 2 might be used is the following. The t.s.p. matrix 
has symmetric factorization 
Thus, n - i+(S,) = 3 - 2 = 1. But every symmetric matrix A, with pattern 
B, has i+( A,) >, 2, because the 1,3 principal submatrix is 
+ 0 
[ 1 0 +’ 
Thus, B is not potentially stable by Theorem 2, although this is not precluded 
by the principal-minor sum conditions mentioned earlier. 
The positive results also fall into two groups. The first is quite simple. If a 
t.s.p. matrix is potentially stable, there must be a stable matrix in its 
associated class, and such a matrix might be found by a computational search. 
Each pattern not precluded from potential stability was checked by generat- 
ing a large number of matrices in its class via a mesh and calculating their 
eigenvalues. When one was found that was clearly stable from a numerical 
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point of view, the pattern was so classified. This resolved most cases, but the 
remaining two simple observations were helpful in resolving the rest. They 
amount to construction techniques for potentially stable patterns. There are 
open conjectures regarding constructabihty of potentially stable patterns [l]. 
An n-by-n sign-pattern matrix B = (bij) is called a subpattern of the 
n-by-n sign pattern A=(aij) if aij=+ whenever hii=+, and aij= - 
whenever b,, = - . Thus, B may differ from A only in that some nonzero 
signs of A may have been replaced by 0’s. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that B is a potentially stable n-by-n sign-pattern 
matrix, and suppose that B is a subpattern of the n-by-n sign-pattern matrix 
A. Then A is also potentially stable. 
Proof. The proof is based upon the well-known fact that the eigenvalues 
of a matrix depend continuously on the entries [5]. Thus, if a sign pattern is 
potentially stable, the 0 entries may be made + or - without losing 
potential stability by realizing that nonzero entries required in these positions 
could be made sufficiently small. More precisely, let B, E M,( 8) have the 
sign pattern of B and be stable, and let m = maxRe(X), in which X ranges 
among the eigenvalues of B,, so that m < 0. Let E = A - B, with the obvious 
interpretation, be a sign-pattern matrix, and for E > 0, let E, E M,( !I?) be a 
matrix in the sign-pattern class of E with all nonzero entries E in absolute 
value. Note that B, + E, has the sign pattern of A for all E > 0. Now choose 
E sufficiently small so that no eigenvalue of A, = B, + E, differs from an 
eigenvalue of B, by as much as (ml. It follows that A, is stable and that A is 
potentially stable, as was to be shown. n 
Since t.s.p. matrices are very sparse, yet still irreducible, Theorem 3 
indicates the importance of determining the potentially stable t.s.p. matrices. 
Each of them implies a large number of additional potentially stable matrices. 
Also, if the two t.s.p. matrices resulting from deleting an edge from the 
undirected graph of a t.s.p. matrix are both potentially stable, then the 
original t.s.p. matrix must have been potentially stable. 
Theorem 3 suggests a natural notion when one considers the lattice of 
sign-pattern matrices partially ordered by subpattem inclusion. We call a 
potentially stable sign-pattern matrix minimally potentially stable if it has no 
proper subpattem that is potentially stable. In order to know all the poten- 
tially stable sign patterns, it suffices to know the minimal irreducible ones. 
Fortunately, there seem to be relatively very few of these. 
In general we might wish to know how a potentially stable pattern of size 
n - 1 might be extended to one of size n, possibly by adding a pendant 
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vertex to the signed undirected graph. For example, if A = (aij) is a 
sign-pattern matrix in which akk = - and the principal submatrix resulting 
from deletion of row and column k is potentially stable, then A is potentially 
stable. Our remaining observations deal with more subtle situations of this 
sort. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that A is an n-by-n @m-pattern matrix, and 
suppose that A is an (n - l)-by-(n - 1) potentially stable principal submatrix 
of A. Let B be a @pattern of A in which all nonzero entries of d appear. 
Fix the entries of A at some values that result in a stable matrix, and allow 
any remaining entries of B to vary subject to their sign constraints. Zf in 
every neighborhood of 0, detB achieves a nonzero value whose sign is 
( - l)“, then A is potentially stable. 
Proof. We see that B is potentiqy stable, from which it follows that A 
is. When all entries in B and outside A are 0, we have a matrix with one zero 
eigenvalue and n - 1 eigenvalues with negative real part. For sufficiently 
small perturbations that respect the sign pattern of B, the n - 1 eigenvalues 
will remain in the left half plane. If, for such a small perturbation, the 
determinant has the correct sign, the 0 eigenvalue must have moved to the 
left along the real line, producing a stable matrix, as was to be shown. n 
Theorem 4 has a variety of implications, not all of which do we try to list 
here. However, one that proved useful is the following. 
COROLLARY. Let A = (aij) be an n-by-n tridiagonal sign-pattern matrix, 
and denote the principal submatrix of A lying in the first k rows and columns 
by A,. Suppose that A,_, is potentially stable and that B,_, E M,-,(8) is 
stable and in the sign-pattern class of A,_ i. Zf B,_, denotes the submatrix of 
B n_l correspondingioA,_,and (detB,_,)a._,,.a”,,_,=(-l)“t’, thenA 
is potentially stable. 
RESULTS 
Table 1 and Figures l-4 include the organized lists of all potentially 
stable n-by-n t.s.p. matrices in tree-graph representation for n < 5. It should 
be noted that those patterns that are not listed are provably not potentially 
stable (i.e. sign-unstable). For n = 1,2,3, there is only one possible tree. For 
n = 4, there are two: the line (tridiagonal) and the star. 
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For the tridiagonal t.s.p. matrices, reading the associated tree graph from 
right to left and then from left to right produces two t.s.p. matrices. We say 
these two matrices are right-left symmetric. Duplicates under right-left sym- 
metry are omitted from the following lists because they are permutation 
similar and thus have the same eigenvalues. For example the tree sign 
patterns 
and 
are right-left symmetric and are represented only once as 
The arrows connecting the tree graphs for the tridiagonal case describe a 
natural way to discuss the potentially stable patterns. Notice that as you 
move downward along the arrows, the tree-graph patterns differ by a change 
in the signs of the vertices (i.e. diagonal entries)-either a + is changed to a 
0, or a 0 is changed to a -. In some cases the signs of the edges are also 
affected. The progression starts at a very “positive” tree sign pattern in terms 
of the signs of the vertices and moves through changes to very “negative” 
tree sign patterns. The symbols in parentheses directly below a tree sign 
pattern correspond to the sign sequences allowed for the edges (Figs. l-4). 
For the t.s.p. matrices whose graphs are stars, we use a different represen- 
tation (Table 1). Again, only one representative from a permutation similarity 
FIG. 1. 2 X 2 potentially stable tree sign-pattern matrices. 
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FIG. 2. 3 X 3 potentially stable tree sign-pattern matrices. 
TABLE 1 
4~~4 POTENTLULY STABLE TREE SIGN-PA~RN MATRICES (STAR GRAPH) 
-- -0 
-- -i- 
- -+o 
--++ 
- + +o 
-+++ 
o- - _ 
oo- - 
o+ - - 
oo+ - 
o++ - 
+--- 
+0- - 
++-- 
++o- 
+++- 
Diagonal 
entries Edge patterns 
---- (---,-+-.--+,+--,-++,++-,+-+,+++) 
(- - -, - + -.+ - -,+ + -) 
(- - -,-+ -,+ - -.++ -) 
(- -+,+ -+) 
(- -+,++ -,+ -+> 
t+ - -1 
(- - +,+ - -) 
(- - -,-+ -,- -++,+ - -,-++,++ --,+ -+) 
(- - -. - + -, - - +> 
(- - -, - + -, - - +> 
c+ - -> 
(- + -,+ - -) 
(---,-+-,--+,+--,-++,++-,+-+> 
(- - -, - + -, - - +) 
[I 7 q- + -, - - +> 
(- + -,+ - -) 
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’ I- x + I 1. 
- + 
0 . 2; I .!- 
+ 
+ 
/- -4 +I 4 
I” - + 
: + . + 
+ i 
’ I 
’ I- i 
’ I 
’ + I _ 
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class is included. Since each pattern has, on the average, more permutation- 
similarity conjugates, the list appears to be shorter. Because of the different 
structure of the star graph, we simply list the matrices by diagonal entries 
and corresponding edge patterns. An entry in the table simply gives for each 
possible vertex sequence (with the central vertex first) all allowed sign 
sequences, with order corresponding to that of the vertices. 
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